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Plasma ionization, and associated mode transitions, in dual radio-frequency driven atmospheric
pressure plasmas are governed through nonlinear frequency coupling in the dynamics of the plasma
boundary sheath. Ionization in low-power mode is determined by the nonlinear coupling of electron
heating and the momentary local plasma density. Ionization in high-power mode is driven by
electron avalanches during phases of transient high electric fields within the boundary sheath. The
transition between these distinctly different modes is controlled by the total voltage of both
frequency components. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3425668�

Dual radio-frequency driven plasmas, with two indepen-
dent power sources, attract rapidly growing attention moti-
vated by increased opportunity for plasma manipulation
and additional phenomena due to nonlinear frequency
coupling.1–8 Fundamental insight is essential for the expo-
nentially rising interest in homogeneous non-thermal plas-
mas at ambient pressure.9–14 These plasmas are highly sus-
ceptible to instabilities initiated through mode transitions and
associated variations in plasma ionization mechanisms.15,16

Frequency coupling in such systems significantly increases
complexity; however it also promises additional manipula-
tion to face the major challenge of stabilization and control.

The role of frequency coupling in the dynamics of
plasma ionization and associated mode transitions is investi-
gated using numerical simulations of an ambient pressure
plasma with dual frequency operation. Two sinusoidal volt-
age signals are applied across a discharge gap between two
equal area electrodes; V=Vlf cos�2�f lft�+Vhf cos�2�fhft�.
Here, V is the applied voltage signal, Vlf, f lf, Vhf, and fhf are
the voltage amplitude and frequency of the low frequency
�lf� and the high frequency �hf� component, respectively.

The electrode dimensions are assumed to be large in
comparison to the discharge gap, allowing one-dimensional
treatment. The employed numerical model is based on hy-
drodynamic equations with semikinetic treatment of elec-
trons. Rates for electron impact reactions as well as the mo-
bility and diffusion constant of electrons are determined with
the Boltzmann solver BOLSIG� �Ref. 17� and stored in
look-up tables versus the mean electron energy. This ap-
proach is valid under atmospheric pressure conditions since
the mean free path of electrons is small compared to the
Debye length. Recent single frequency experiments probing
the excitation and ionization dynamics show excellent
agreement.18

The plasma chemistry is kept as simple as possible to
provide the best possible insight into details of the frequency
coupling. The simplest system of experimental relevance is a
helium atmosphere with a small nitrogen admixture �0.1%�
as an impurity. Nitrogen impurities have been found to be of
major importance, since Penning ionization by metastable
excited particles is a crucial ionization mechanism under am-

bient pressure conditions.19 Eight species, namely, neutral
helium �He�, excited helium �He��, excited helium molecules
�He2

��, helium positive ions �He+�, helium molecular ions
�He2

+�, nitrogen �N2�, nitrogen ions �N2
+�, and electrons �e�

are considered. The secondary electron emission coefficient
� is set to 0.25 for helium species and 0.005 for nitrogen
ions.15 The neutral background gas temperature is assumed
to be 300 K.

The governing equations are the continuity equation for
electrons, ions, and neutrals using the drift diffusion approxi-
mation, Poisson’s equation and electron energy conservation.
A detailed description of the set of equations and boundary
conditions can be found in Ref. 20 and references therein.

Investigations of single frequency plasmas have shown
multiple solutions of steady state plasma for the same ap-
plied voltage. This mode transition represents the distinctly
different constricted �-mode and the controlled �-mode.15,16

Unique solutions can, in principle, be obtained through set-
ting the current rather than the voltage. These two ap-
proaches are, however, not equivalent. The nonlinear charac-
ter of the plasma boundary sheath inherently generates
higher harmonics, which are experimentally observed in the
current rather than the applied voltage.21 This requires setting
a sinusoidal voltage signal rather than the current and self-
consistently solving the generated higher harmonics in the
current. Unique solutions are obtained by fixing the power
coupled into the plasma.15

For the following investigations a discharge gap of 2.4
mm �comparable to Yuan et al.22� is chosen. The applied
frequencies are 2 and 14 MHz �comparable to O’Connell et
al.6�. Consequences of frequency coupling are revealed in
details of the ionization and excitation dynamics of the
plasma. Similar to single frequency investigations22 it is
found that Penning ionization of nitrogen by helium meta-
stables �He�+N2→He+N2

++e� is the dominant ionization
process. It exceeds the direct electron impact ionization of
helium �e+He→He++2e� at low input powers even by an
order of magnitude. Penning ionization is inherently corre-
lated with the production of helium metastables �He��
mainly driven by electron impact excitation of helium
�e+He→He�+e�.

The time and space resolved electron impact excitation
of helium for low power operation at Vlf=80 V anda�Electronic mail: jwaskoenig01@qub.ac.uk.
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Pset=0.5 W /cm2 is plotted on a linear gray scale in Fig.
1�a�. The solid line indicates the boundary between the
plasma bulk and the plasma boundary sheaths, which is de-
termined assuming an equivalent sharp electron step.23 Un-
der these conditions the plasma operates in the controlled
�-mode, where the excitation mechanisms are volumetric.
This mode is mainly driven by the electron current density,
leading to pronounced excitation structures during sheath ex-
pansion and sheath collapse. The sheath collapse structure is
induced by a transient localized reversal of the electric field,
which can be explained through the collision dominated en-
vironment present under atmospheric pressure conditions.
The electrons cannot instantaneously respond to the rapidly
changing plasma boundary potential due to collisions with
the background gas. This causes a charge accumulation re-
sulting in an electric field accelerating electrons toward the
electrodes. Compared to single frequency excitation18 one
can observe several sheath expansion and sheath collapse
structures per 2 MHz cycle, which vary in intensity. The
excitation is most efficient at 180 and at 430 ns. Here the
electron current density has a global extremum �Fig. 1�d��,
where it shows local extrema in the less efficient excitation
structures. Due to current continuity electrons are faster in
regions of low electron densities closer to the electrodes.
This corresponds to more pronounced field reversal struc-
tures compared to the sheath expansion at 180 and 430 ns.

Figure 1�b� shows the time and space resolved power
absorbance of the electrons �je ·E� on a linear gray scale.
There is a strong correlation to the electron current density
�Fig. 1�d��, which also has global extrema at 180 and 430 ns.
Spatially all power absorption structures are maximum in the
plasma center. However, the electron impact excitation is
maximum near the plasma boundary sheaths. This disparity
is due to the nonlinearity of the electron impact excitation
process. It depends linearly on electron density but over-

linearly on the electron energy distribution. Thus, the excita-
tion is more critically determined by the power absorbed per
electron rather than the total power. This is illustrated in Fig.
1�c�. Here je ·E is divided by the ion density, which is
quasiequal to the electron density within the plasma bulk. In
this way, division by zero within the momentary plasma
boundary sheaths is avoided. The power absorbed per elec-
tron is maximum near the boundary sheaths comparable to
the excitation structures �Fig. 1�a��. Here the electron density
is lower than in the plasma center leading to a higher power
absorbance of each electron. The 2f operation allows tailor-
ing the je ·E structures in certain phases to regions of lower
electron densities leading to a higher absorbance per elec-
tron. This explains, that the sheath collapse structure at 230
ns shows a higher excitation rate than the sheath collapse at
180 ns, although je ·E is significantly higher at 180 ns.

In Fig. 2�a� the total absorbed power by the electrons is
shown for a variation in the lf voltage amplitude at a fixed
power density of Pset=0.5 W /cm2. It can be seen, that it is
slightly decreasing with a higher admixture of the lf compo-
nent, indicating that more power is deposited into ions. Nev-
ertheless, the total electron production rate increases by a
factor of 3 under variation of 120 V of the lf voltage ampli-
tude. With higher lf admixtures the sheath width is increased
at a constant power density leading to faster sheath motion,
which increases the local and momentary power absorbed by
the electrons during sheath expansion and collapse. This re-
sults in a significant change in the total electron production
rate due to the nonlinear electron impact excitation. How-
ever, the time averaged electron density in the plasma bulk
�ne� �Fig. 2�b�� increases by a factor of 1.2 only. This com-
paratively small gain of electrons indicates that the loss of
charged particles is also significantly increased. The main
loss of electrons is the electron flux to the electrodes ��e�,
which shows the assumed increment �Fig. 2�b��. In contrary
to frequently investigated low pressure plasmas the plasma
boundary sheath is highly collisional under atmospheric
pressure conditions. Consequently, the ion flux is not con-
served within the sheath and higher sheath voltages result in
higher ion fluxes and associated increased losses. This al-
most compensates the raised electron production within the
plasma volume.
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FIG. 1. Time and space resolved electron impact excitation of helium �a�,
power absorbed by the electrons �je ·E� �b�, absorbed power per charged
particle �c�, and the negative electron current density in the discharge center
�d� at Vlf=80 V and Pset=0.5 W /cm2.
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FIG. 2. Time and space averaged absorbed power by the electrons �je ·E� as
well as time averaged total electron production rate in the plasma volume
�Se� �a�. Electron density in the plasma bulk �ne� and electron flux at the
electrodes ��e� �b� under variation in the lf voltage amplitude at a fixed
power density of Pset=0.5 W /cm2.
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Increasing the externally set power density coupled into
the plasma leads to mode transitions as already reported for
single frequency plasmas in Ref. 16. In the �-� hybrid mode
at Pset=6 W /cm2 a third excitation structure, additionally to
the sheath expansion and collapse structures, within the
sheath region is observed �Fig. 3�a��. These structures arising
from electrons accelerated in the sheath electric field, caus-
ing an electron avalanche. The initial electrons in the sheath
region are produced by Penning ionization and secondary
electron emission from the electrodes. During each 14 MHz
�T=71.4 ns� cycle one avalanche structure can be observed
at each electrode. The highest rate is at maximum sheath
expansion of the 2 MHz �T=500 ns� cycle. These additional
structures start to dominate under further increment of the
power density, which can be seen in Fig. 3�b� at Pset
=12 W /cm2. Here the plasma operates in �-mode, driven by
the high transient electric fields present in the plasma sheath,
which are determined by the total applied voltage. In particu-
lar in this operation mode it is essential to set a sinusoidal
voltage to be able to capture the very strong generation of
higher harmonics in the current density.

The mode transitions between the three distinct modes:
�-, hybrid, and �-mode are shown in Fig. 4. Here the hf
voltage amplitude is plotted versus the bulk electron density
for different lf voltage admixtures �Vlf=0, 40, 80, and 120
V�. It can be observed that the plotted curves all have a
region with positive slope at low electron densities, as well
as a region with negative slope at higher electron densities.
The switch to a negative slope indicates the mode transition
from the hybrid mode to the �-mode. The transition point
from �-mode to the hybrid mode can be found by compari-
son of the maximum electron impact excitation rates within
the plasma sheath and within the plasma bulk. We define the
transition at the power density where both rates are equal.
The transitions between the three different operating regimes
are indicated in Fig. 4 by dashed lines. These mode transi-
tions are highly influenced by the frequency coupling of the
two applied sinusoidal voltages.

We showed that 2f operation provides enhanced control
of the �-� mode transitions as well as the electron dynamics.

The dynamics of plasma ionizations is more critically gov-
erned by the power absorbed per electron rather than the total
power. It is also revealed that electron production on the one
hand is significantly enhanced with dual frequency opera-
tion, however losses on the other hand are also increased in
the collision dominated plasma boundary sheaths.
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